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Studies have been made of the "Al magnetic resonance from dilute alloys of aluminum with silver,

gallium, germanium, magnesium, and copper using powder and foil samples. The satellite structure
observed is interpreted in terms of quadrupole interaction at sites that neighbor the solute atoms. The
values of the quadrupole interaction parameter v& at the aluminum-nearest-neighbor silver, gallium,

germanium, magnesium, and copper atoms were found to be 170 + 3, 174 + 1, 250 + 1, 155+ 2, and

121 + 2 kHz, respectively. The corresponding asymmetry factors are 0.31 + 0.02, 0.017 + 0.017,
0.053+ 0.001, 0.05 + 0.01, and 0.06 + 0.02. To obtain sufficient sensitivity, most measurements were

made at 4.2'K. However, in the gallium and germanium alloys, measurements were also possible at
room temperature where the quadrupole interaction was found to be reduced by about 6%. In the
gallium and magnesium aHoys, further structure was observed and was attributed to the second-neighbor
positions. Gallium and copper nuclear magnetic resonances were observed in the appropriate alloys. The
Knight shifts were (0.490 + 0.005)% and (0.35 + 0.01)%, respectively. The "Ga and 'Cu resonances
are closely Gaussian in shape, but the linewidth was greater than could be attributed to nuclear dipolar
interactions only. Measurements of intensity showed that the signals observed were essentiaHy from the

central (m =-1/2 to m = 1/2) transition only. To assist in the interpretation of the quadrupole structure
from polycrystalline samples, formulas were derived for the theoretical intensities of the satellite peaks. An
analysis was also made of the line shapes that arise from quadrupole interactions having a small but nonzero
asymmetry factor.

I. INTRODUCTION

The effect of quadrupole interactions on nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) in dilute alloys is well
known. Early studies of copper' and aluminum~ al-
loys showed that the intensity of resonance from a
powdered sample decreases rapidly as the concen-
tration of the solute increases. This could be quan-
tified in terms of a parameter N, the effective
number of nuclei that neighbor a solute atom whose
resonance is lost because of broadening by quadru-
pole effects. The long range of these quadrupole
interactions, deduced from the large values of N
that are observed (about 100-200 for aluminum al-
loys), has been interpreted in terms of the long-
range oscillations in electron density which theory
predicts are around impurity atoms in a metal. 3'

More detailed information about these quadrupole
interactions is thus of considerable interest.

Associated with each neighbor position around an
impurity atom is a specific nuclear quadrupole in-
teraction that is expected to be dependent on the
type of impurity atom and the distance from this at-
om. It has been found possible to determine the
values of some of these interactions experimentally
in a few systems. Results for neighbors of silver,
gallium, germanium, copper, and magnesium at-
oms in solution in aluminum are reported in this
paper.

Nuclear quadrupole interactions are obtained
from the splitting of NMR spectra. In principle,
this can be most readily studied in single-crystal

samples, and measurements on single crystals of
some copper and aluminum alloys have recently
been reported. ' However, good signals are not
easy to obtain from metallic samples owing to the
poor penetration of the radio-frequency (rf) field
into the metal crystals due to the skin effect.

The experiments reported in the present paper
were made on randomly oriented polycrystalline
powder or foil samples. These are comparatively
easy to prepare, and virtually complete penetration
of the sample by the rf field may be achieved. The
principal disadvantage is that the quadrupole struc-
ture of the resonance is largely smeared out by the
random orientation of the crystallites. However,
information about the quadrupole interactions can
be obtained from residual peaks in the tails of the
nuclear resonance curves. The peaks are due to
singularities in the distribution function of reso-
nance frequencies or 'powder pattern. " As in most
methods of studying impurity effects, it is neces-
sary to restrict the concentration to avoid the com-
plication of overlapping regions of influence of the
impurity atoms. The atomic concentration should
evidently be rather less than 1/N, i.e. , less than
about 1 at. % for most of the aluminum alloys. The
fraction of nuclei that have a specific quadrupole
interaction is thus rather small, and the resultant
peaks in the derivative NMR spectra are expected
to have only 10 ' to 10 5 of the amplitude of the
main ~A1 resonance. To achieve the high sensi-
tivity required, the use of low temperatures and/or
signal-averaging techniques is usually necessary.
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The spin of the nucleus of 7Al is $. Thus the
magnetic resonance is split by quadrupole interac-
tion into five components that are, in first-order
approximation, equally spaced, in which the central
line is unshiftcd from the unperturbed position.
Except in one case, the first-order approximation
is adequate for the analysis of the experiments de-
scribed here. We thus expect observable features
of the line shape due to quadrupole splitting to be
associated in sets of four, corresponding to the four
satellite lines. It is convenient to distinguish the
satellites by a number n, which denotes transitions
between the (n ——,') and (n+-,') magnetic quantum
levels. Thus the inner pair of satellites is denoted
by n=+1 and the outer pair by @=+2.

The quadrupole interaction at a site that neigh-
bors an impurity atom may or may not have axial
symmetry depending on the crystal symmetry at the
site. In the face-centered-cubic (fcc) structure of
aluminum, the first neighbor of a substitutional im-
purity is at a position with only a twofold rotationa1,
axis of symmetry. Thus the quadrupole interaction
associated with this nucleus is, in general, asym-
metric although in most cases the degree of asym-
metry is not large. At the second-neighbor posi-
tion, however, the rotation axis is fourfold which
automatically ensures an axially symmetric quadru-
pole interaction.

The relation of the satellite peaks in the magnetic
resonance to these quadrupole interactions is dis-
cussed in the Appendix. In principle, the change in
Knight shift at a neighbor position may also be de-
termined, as this results in a shift of the relevant
pattern of satellite peaks with respect to the main
resonance. In aluminum alloys, however, no evi-
dence for this effect has been found.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

The NMR measurements were made with aVarian
wide-line spectrometer. The 9-in. electromagnet,
stabilized with a field-dial" Hall probe, was run at
about 14 kG. To obtain adequate rf stability during
the long times often necessary for t.prperiments, the
rf oscillator of the spectrometer was normally
locked to a crystal oscillator that generated 15.5
MHz, the usual frequency of measurement. A spe-
cially designed crossed-coil probe described else-
where, ~ that could be cooled with the sample to liq-
uid-helium temperatures, was used. This system
eliminates the need for thermal insulation between
the probe and sample, and thus gives a high filling
factor and permits an efficient helium Dewar to be
used. Runs lasting more than 2 days could be made
with one filling of liquid helium. To avoid possible
microphonic problem~ with the bubbling liquid, the
space inside the can that contains the probe and
sample was filled with gaseous helium kept at a

pressure somewhat below that of the liquid bath
(usually atmospheric).

The normal audio-frequency (af) modulation and
lock-in detection system was used, and 40 Hz was
found to be the most satisfactory frequency. The
modulation amplitude was usually 5. 4 G (peak to
peak), but was increased to 8. 6 G for maximum
sensitivity or was decreased to 2. 7 G if an accurate
line-shape measurement was required. Output time
constants up to 60 sec were used with sweep times
up to 4 h. For some of the work, a Northern
Scientific signal averager was available. This
was generally run overnight accumulating sweeps,
each of 5-min duration using a 4-sec time con-
stant.

Normally the rf balance was set for a signal of
the pure-absorption mode. This critical adjust-
ment was made by trial and error using the symme-
try of the main 7Al resonance, particularly in the
outer regions of the curve, as a guide. Sometimes
a small admixture of disperison phase could be
helpful in resolving some quadrupole structures
close to the main peak.

Alloys of aluminum with 0.5-at. % Ga, 0. 5-at. /&

Ag, and 0.2-at. % Cu were made by levitation melt-
ing in an rf induction heater under an argon atmo-
sphere. To minimize the loss of solute metal, the
small pieces required were inserted into holes
drilled in 5-g pieces of zone-refined aluminum be-
fore melting. The alloy ingots were homogenized
by annealing for about 1 day at 620 'C. Ingots of
Al-Ag and Al-Ga were subdivided by filing. The
powder was sieved through 325 mesh (- 50 pm) and,
to remove the undesirable effect of cold work, an-
nealed (under argon) overnight at 380 'C. This
temperature was not sufficiently high to allow any
sintering of the powder. Powder samples, of sim-
ilar particle size, of the alloys Al-0. 5-at. fp Ge and
Al-0. 4-at. % Mg were kindly lent by T.J. Rowland
and M. Minier, respectively. About 1 g of powder
was required to fill the sample tube. Except for
the gallium alloy, the particle size appeared to be
sufficiently small because no appreciable loss of
signal from the skin effect was observed even at
liquid-helium temperature. (This is not true for
pure aluminum. )

Two foil samples were made of the alloys Al-
0.2-at. % Cu and Al-0. 5-at. % Ga. The annealed
ingots were rolled to a thickness of - 15 p.m (0.0006
in. ), cut into pieces approximately 8 x 15 mm, and
stacked alternately with insulating Kapton" film
6 pm (0.00025 in. ) thick. About 200 layers were
required to fill the sample volume. Foil samples
were not quite as satisfactory as powder samples
for, although a somewhat higher filling factor could
be achieved, the samples were more prone to in-
crease the electronic noise level, presumably from
microphonic effects.
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I'IG. 1. Al magnetic resonance curves from the
Al-0. 5-at. %-Ag alloy at 4.2 'K that show quadrupole
satellite peaks. The scale of the signal amplitude rela-
tive to the peak-to-peak amplitude of the main resonance
is indicated. The signals were averaged over (a) 204 and
(b) 279 5-min sweeps.

m. RESULTS

A. Aluminum-Silver

The quadrupole structure of this alloy was the
most difficult to observe, and measurements were
attempted to 4. 2 'K only. Three peaks (on either
side of resonance), B, C, and D in Fig. 1, were
definitely seen. Their positiops and amplitudes
relative to the central resonance are listed in Table
I. There was some doubt about the existence of
peak A. Unusually long-"tail" spreading out from,
the central resonance prevented the consistent res-
olution of this close-in peak.

The low intensity of the peaks suggests that they
arise from an asymmetric quadrupole interaction
and, if this is assumed, all peaks can be explained
by a single interaction. We note that peak C must
be an inner (n =a 1) satellite, since otherwise a
peak at VS G from the center would have been ob-
served. The similar amplitude of peaks B and C
suggests that B is from an inner satellite also,
which is confirmed by the presence of the corre-
sponding outer satellite D. We can now assign the

peaks to singularities in the quadrupole powder
pattern.

It is indicated in the Appendix that, for the satel-
lites an, the singularities occur at frequency sepa-
rations from the center of resonance of +n v,
a —,

' n(1 —2 g) vo, and a 2 n(1+ -,' q) vo, where q is the
asymmetry factor. The quadrupole parameter is
related to the quadrupole coupling constant by Eq.
(2) of the Appendix. The separations in terms of
the magnetic field are, of course, given by multi-
plying by 2v/p, where y is the nuclear magneto-
gyric ratio. It thus follows that if we interpret B
and C as arising from inner satellites, another in-
ner satellite peak must be at a separation of either
about 5V or 250 G. Clearly, only the first alterna-
tive is in accord with experiment, and it appears
that peak A is genuine. The corresponding outer
satellite peak expected at approximately 110 G is
presumably unresolved from peak B.

The interpretation of the pattern derived leads to
the following values for the quadrupole parameters:
v+=170a3 kHz and g=0. 31+0.02. Because of the
magnitude of this interaction and the rather large
asymmetry factor, it must be attributed to the first-
neighbor position. To verify this, these values may
be used to calculate the expected positions and am-
plitudes of the peaks using the theory given in the
Appendix. (The wipeout number has been taken to
be' 205 and the dipolar broadening parameter o
= 4.7 kHz. ~') The results are listed in Table 1.
Although it is satisfactory that the relative values
of the experimental amplitudes of the various satel-
lite peaks agree quite well with calculation, all the
amplitudes measured are less than their calculated
values by a factor of about 4. The probable expla-
nation is that the amount of silver actually in solid
solution is much smaller than the nominal composi-
tion would indicate. Obtaining an adequate concen-
tration of silver in solid solution is difficult. Any

precipitation, clustering, or pairing of atoms re-
duces the number of nuclei that have exactly the

TABLE I. Satellite peaks from the Al-0. 5-at. %-Ag alloy. Theoretical values were calculated
with the parameters v=170 kHz, g=0. 31, ¹205,and 0'=4. 7 kHz. All peaks are from the
first-neighbor position.

A
B

C
D
E

Separation
from center
of resonance

(G)

60+ 3
101+2

Not resolved
153+3
202 +4

Amplitude
relative to

main resonance
(x10 5)

5+5
5+1

2.7+ 0.5
0.9+0.3

&0.4

Type of
singularity

S
L
S
S
S

Satellite
no. n

Theoretical
separation

(G)

59
100
ill
153
201
306

Theoretical
relative

amplitude
(x 10-')

14.7
14.5
4.6
7.3
4, 5
2. 3

L is logarithmic infinity and S is step singularity.
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FIG. 2. Quadrupole structrue of the Al resonance
from the Al-0. 5-at. %-Ga alloy (powder sample) observed
at room temperature at 15.5 MHz. The sweep time was
100 min, and the time constant was 1 min.

FIG. 3. YA1 resonance curves from the Al-0. 5-at. %-
Ga alloy at 77 K, that show the peaks (A and 9) close to
the main resonance attributed to the quadrupole inter-
action at the second-neighbor position.

same quadrupole interaction and hence the ampli-
tude of the quadrupole structure observed.

B. Aluminum-Gallium

By contrast with Al-Ag, quadrupole structure in
the Al-0. 5-at. %-Ga alloy was readily observed
even at room temperature (Fig. 2). The two strong
peaks observed on either side of resonance (called
C and D in Table II) are clearly the inner and outer
satellites of an axially symmetric (or nearly so)
quadrupole interaction with vq = 166 kHz (at 300 'K).
Measurements at 77 K showed two additional peaks
g and B) closer to the main resonance with spacings
from the center in the ratio of 1:2 (Fig. 3). The
peaks are evidently related to another smaller
quadrupole interaction.

Reducing the temperature of the powder sample
to 4. 2 'K did not give the greatly improved signal
obtained with the other alloys. Also an unusual set-
ting of the rf bridge was required to produce an ab-
sorption signal. These phenomena indicate the
presence of a pronounced skin effect, but this is
surprising since the published va3ue of the residual
resistivity for gallium in aluminum'~ is not very

different from that for other impurities, e.g. , zinc
(see Table III). As would be expected, the foil
sample produced better results at liquid-helium
temperatures since the foil thickness was about
three times less than the diameter of the particles
of the powder sample. Overnight averaging with
this sample enabled the observation of the further
peak E. This is the outer step singularity from the
quadrupole interaction associated with peaks C and
D.

The positions of all peaks are listed in Table II.
These results are in substantial agreement with
those of Berthier and Minier. " No significant dif-
ferences between the powder and foil samples were
observed, but the results of intensity measurements
on the foil sample were not taken into account. Be-
cause of possible preferred orientation produced by
rolling, these results may not be representative of
the random crystallite orientation assumed in the
theory.

The main problem in the interpretation of these
results is whether to assign the largest (vo = 174
kHz) interaction to the first- or second-neighbor
position. The magnitude of the interaction suggests

TABLE II. Satellite peaks from the Al-0. 5-at. %-Ga alloys. Theoretical values were calculated
with the parameters N=160 and 0=4.7 kHz: v=174 kHz and g=0 for first neighbor position and

v+ = 41 kHz and g = 0 for second neighbor position.

Peak

Bb

gC

DC

Separation
from center
of resonance

(G)

21+1
39+1

Not resolved
80+1

159+1

319+4

Amplitude
relative to

main resonance
(x10 5)

100+30

30+ 10

100+ 5

32+3

Type of
singularity

R
1R
ls
S
R

tR
Ls
s

Satellite
no. n

1
21

1J
2
1
21

1J
2

Theoretical
separation

(G)

21
39

74
80.6

159

313

Theoretical
relative

amplitude
(x10 5)

116
1511
16JI

61

113
t50]
j 8J

2

R is inverse square-root infinity and S is step singularity.
Measured at 77 'K.

'Measured at 4. 2'K.
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FIG. 5. TrTraces of the inner satellite peaks of the Al
resonance from the Al-0. 5-at. %-Ge alloy at 4.2'K.
The theoretical line shape for g = 0.053 (dashed curves)
agrees closely with experiment. The positi of the

ened powder pattern are indicated.

that it arises from first neighbors. However, the
absence of any evidence of deviation from axial
symmetry indicates a position that has automatic
axi symmetry, presumably the second-neighbor
si e. Careful measurements of the am litud f
pe s and D were used to decide this question. If
the interaction is assumed to b f the rom e second
neighbors, the amplitudes relative to the main
resonance calculated from formula, (12) of the Ap-
pendix (using N= 160~0 and o=4. 7 kHz) are 5.8
x10 ' and 2. 5 x10 4 for peaks C and D, respective-
ly. Since the exe experimental values are greater than
these beyond experimental error, this assumption
cannot be correct. Although a decrease in e eri-

in ensity can be explained in a number of
ways, e.g. , loss of solute during melting or pre-
cipitation, an increase in intens'~g t bz~g cannot be ex-
plained exce t L, asp L, summing that more neighbor sites
are involved. It is thus concluded that the 174-kHz
interaction must be assigned to tho e nt. apest-neigh-

the next-
bor positions with 12 per solute atom th thra er an

e next-neighbor positions with only 6. This inter-
pretation leads to a more reasonable relation of ex-
perimental and theoretical amplitudes. The values
are compared in Table II.

It m surprising that the asymmetry fact r f th
rest-neighbor position is so close to zero, espe-

cia y for this alloy where the solute and solvent
have equal valence but appreciable size difference.
An effort was made to detect a slight deviation from
zero by a careful study of the line shape of peak C.
An averaged curve using a small modulation ampli-
tude is shown in Fig. 4. Best-fitting theoretical
curves, assuming different values of g, are shown

culation of the line shape for this almost axi ll
ymmetrxc situation is described in the Appendix.

It will be seen that the best fit between theory and
experiment is with g=0. 02, but 0 and 0.03 are not
excluded. The curve for g= 0.035 (not shown in

TABLE III. Properties of dilute aluminum alla oys with various solutes.

Solute

Mg
Cu
Zn
Ga
Ge
Ag

Second neighbor
vg (kHz)

49+ 1
&70

25+1
41+ 2

&40
&80

Quadrupole interactions

First neighbor
vq (kHZ)

155+ 2 0.05+ 0.01
121+ 2 0.06+ 0.02
138+ 2 0.25 + 0.01
174+ 1 0.017+ O. 017
250 + 1 0.053 + 0.001
170+ 3 0.31+ 0.02

Al
wipe-out
number

13O'
236
98'

16O'
12O'
205~

Valency
difference

—1
—2
—1

0
+ 1
~ 2

Lattice
distortion
coefficient

(1/a) (da/dc)

+0.11
—O. 12b
—0.023b
+ O. O5b

+ o.o4'
+ O. 023~

Residual
resistivity

(pQ-cm/at. %)

o.44'
0.8
0.24
O. 24'
0.78
1.1

Reference 2.
Reference 23.

'A. T.. Robinson and J. E. Dorn, Trans AINE (J.
Metals) 191, 457 (1951).

Reference 10.

Reference 12.
tT . J. Rowland (private communication).
~Calculated by Fukai (Ref. 22) from the results of

(1964)].
Beaman, Balluffi, and Simons |phys. R 134, Aev. , 532
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Fig. 4) was clearly too wide. We thus deduce r)
= 0.017s0.017. In the calculation, a Gaussian
broadening function, peak-to-peak width of 8.4 G
0=4.7 kHz was assumed. This value was obtained
from earlier measurements on Al-Zn alloys. "
However, a considerable variation is allowable
without affecting the value of g deduced.

We now consider the interpretation of the two
close-in peaks A and B (Fig. 3). The calculated
amplitude ratios given in Table II assume that the
peaks arise from the second neighbors with v& = 41
kHz, and this appears to be the correct interpreta-
tion. An alternative explanation is in terms of a
20-kHz interaction, but if this were associated with
second neighbors, the calculated amplitude ratios
for peaks A and Bwould be 93& 10~ and 10~10~,
clearly incorrect. However, we cannot completely
exclude the possibility that this interaction is asso-
ciated with the 24 third-neighbor positions or the
12 fourth-neighbor positions as suggested by Ber-
thier and Minier. '

TABLE IV. Temperature dependence of the nuclear
quadrupole interaction at first neighbors of solute atoms
in aluminum.

Solute
Quadrupole interaction parameter v+(kHz)

4. 2'K 77 K 300 'K

Ga
Ge

174+ 1
250+ 1

174+ 1
250+ 3

166+1
233+ 4

C. Aluminum-Germanium

Only two satellite peaks (on each side of reso-
nance) were observed in the Al-Ge alloy. The mean
separations from the center of resonance were 117
and 235 G, respectively (at 4.2 'K). The peaks
were clearly broadened and unusually shaped, which
indicates incipient resolution of separate peaks
from nonaxial symmetry. As shown in Fig. 5, line
shapes calculated by the method given in the Appen-
dix fitted the experimental curves well, and we thus
deduce v+=250 kHz and g=0. 053+0.001. It will
be seen from Fig. 5 that the peaks are not exactly
symmetrically placed about the resonance center.
The shift of the peaks is —1.4+ 0.4 G. The calcu-
lated second-order quadrupole shift for these inner
satellite peaks is —1.13 G. Thus this provides a
satisfactory explanation, and we conclude that there
is no evidence of any- change in Knight shift at the
first-neighbor position of more than 0. 003%.

The theoretical amplitudes of the satellite peaks
(relative to the main resonance) were calculated
using the theory given in the Appendix. The values
obtained, 60~10~ and 17&10 for the inner and
outer satellites, respectively, agree well with the
measured values of (53+ 5)x10 ' and (12+3)x10 '

A search for other satellite peaks showed that

l50 Ioo 50
DI STAN CE FROM CENTER (G) ~

I'IG. 6. Quadrupole structure of the Al resonance
from the Al-0. 4-at. %-Mg alloy, a 2-hr trace at 4. 2 'K
with a time constant of 1 min.

there were none of relative amplitude greater than
50& 10 ' beyond 37 G from the center. We can thus
set an upper limit of v = 40 kHz to the quadrupole
interaction at the second-neighbor site.

As discussed for the gallium alloy, it was pos-
sible to observe quadrupole structure in the germa-
nium alloy at 77 and 300 'K. Experimental values
of the quadrupole parameters at 4. 2, 77, and 300 K
are listed in Table IV for these two alloys. A sig-
nificant temperature dependence is observed. Un-
fortunately, the signals at the higher temperatures
were not good enough to allow g to be determined.

D. Aluminum-Magnesium

In this alloy, five quadrupole satellite peaks (on
either side of resonance) were definitely observed
Except for the innermost peak, these appear in the
trace shown in Fig. 6. A further peak (F) nearly
300 G from the center was almost certainly pres-
ent. The peaks and their observed amplitudes rel-
ative to the main resonance are listed in Table V.
Peak E has also been seen by Fernelius and Slich-
ter. "

Two quadrupole interactions are involved, 155
and 49 kHz, each with approximately g= 0. It is
natural to assign the larger interaction to the first-
neighbor position and the smaller to the second
neighbor. However, the assumption that g = 0 ex-
actly for both leads to a disagreement between the
actual relative intensities of the peaks due to the
first and second neighbors and those calculated by
formula (12) of the Appendix. For example, we
would expect the amplitude of peak C to be about
twice that of B, but, in fact, they are about equal.
We therefore postulate that the first-neighbor inter-
action has a nonzero p, sufficiently large to reduce
the amplitude of peak C but insufficient to produce
a distorted line shape. The results shown in Fig.
12 suggest a value of 5= 2. 5 corresponding to g
= 0.07. Although no significant increase in the
width of peak C due to nonzero g was observed, the
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plG. 8. Al resonance curve from the Al-0. 2-at. %-
Cu alloy, signal averaged over 190 5-min sweeps at 4. 2
'K. In the inset, the outer satellite peak is shown en-
larged with a curve calculated assuming g = 0.065.

FIG. 7. The outer satellite (peak E) from the 155 kHz
quadrupole interaction in the Al-0. 4-at. %-Mg alloy.
dash-dot line: average of three experimental curves at
4. 2 K; dashed line: assumed baseline; solid line: line
shapes assuming different values of p, calculated by the
theory described i.n the Appendix.

tal intensities of the satellite peaks listed in Table
V. The average ratio is about 2. 5, which indicates
that only about 4 of the magnesium atoms are in
truly random solid solution.

corresponding outer satellite E shown in Fig. 7
was significantly broadened. An attempt was made
to estimate g by comparing this curve with theoret-
ical shapes calculated for various values of this
quantity. It will be seen from the figure that the
best fit occurs for g between 0.04 and 0.06. Cer-
tainly a value higher than 0.06 seems unacceptable.
A good experimental line shape was difficult to ob-
tain because of the poor signal strength and sloping
background, but it must be admitted that the fit of
the line shape is not really satisfactory (considering
the excellent fits obtained for the Al-Ga. and Al-Ge
alloys). It is possible that some other factor such
as pairing of magnesium atoms is involved. Anoth-
er indication of the nonideal nature of the alloy is
the unusually large ratio of predicted to experimen-

E. Aluminum&opper

Quadrupole satellites from this alloy are shown
in Fig. 8. Peaks at 58+2 and 112+2 G from the
center may be associated with a quadrupole interac-
tion vz = 121' 2, presumably from the first neigh-
bors. Although further structure due to nonaxial
symmetry cannot be seen, the width of the peaks
suggests that g is not exactly zero. A comparison
of the outer peak with a theoretical shape with g
= 0.065 is shown. (The usual value of &r, 4. 7 kHz,
has been assumed. ) Although this must be consid-
ered the best estimate of g, it is clear that the fit
of the curves is not satisfactory. The experimen-
tal curves have distinctly more tail than would be
expected from a well-defined quadrupole interaction
broadened by the usual Gaussian function. This
could possibly be explained by the presence of two

TABLE V. Satellite peaks from the Al-0. 4-at. %-Mg alloy. Theoretical values were cal-
culated with the parameters N =130 and 0.=4. 7 kHz: v~=155 kHz and g =0.05 for first-neighbor
position (peaks C, E, and I"), and v~=49 kHz and g= 0 for the second-neighbor position (peaks
A, B, and D).

Peak

Separation
from center
of resonance

(G)

24. 5 +1.0

Amplitude
relative to

main resonance
(x10 5)

50+ 20

Type of
singularitya

Theoretical
Satellite separation

no. g (G)

24. 3

Theoretical
relative

amplitude
{x105)

92

45. 7+1.0

72. 0 +0.5

91+3

140+2

288 + 10

19+4

17+3

4+2

7+2 /x
Js

21
1J

2I
1J

46. 2

72. 0

88.2

141

279

r401

J12J

t231

I 7J

77

aR is the inverse square-root infinity, S is the step singularity, and 2 is the unresolved
step singularity and logarithmic infinity (discussed in the Appendix).
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or more slightly different quadrupole interactions
that could occur, for example, around a pair of
copper atoms in adjacent positions. We would have
to suppose that an appreciable fraction of the cop-
per atoms were present in pairs, many more than
would be expected in a random solution. The re-
sults of Minier' also suggest that an appreciable
agglomeration of copper atoms occurs in this sys-
tem.

The experimental values of the amplitudes of the
inner and outer satellite peaks relative to the main
resonance were (30+10)x10 5 and (14a2)&&10~, re-
spectively. These agree well with the theoretical
values 46&&10 and 16~10+, assuxning v+ = 121 kHz,
g=0. 065, and o = 4. 7 kHz. The wipeout number N
was taken to be' 236 but for an alloy as dilute as
this one the calculation is not sensitive to this con-
sideration. It should be remarked that because of
the possibility of preferred orientation in this
rol1.ed-foil sample, a disagreement between mea-
sured and calculated amplitudes would not have been
surprising.

No peaks have been observed in addition to those
noted above, and it is concluded that for the second
neighbors v+ & 70 kHz.

IV. SOLUTE RESONANCES

In two of the alloys, Al-Qa and Al-Cu, resp-
nances of solute nuclei were observed. The Knight
shift of the Qa and 'Qa resonances were mea-
sured relative to a solution of QaC13 using the ~A1
resonance as an intermediate standard. Within ex-
perixnental error, the shift of ~9Qa was the same at
4. 2, 77, and 300 'K and had the mean value of
0.490+ 0.005%. The same value was obtained for
the ~'Ga resonance, which was measured at 300 'K
only.

In the copper alloy, the following values were ob-
tained for the frequency ratios of the aluminum and

copper resonances at 4. 2 'K in a field of -14 kQ:

v( Cu)/v(~A1)=1. 01914+0.00005,

v(8'Cu)/v(~A1)=1. 09171a0.00005 .
Using the known Knight shift of aluminum (0. 163%%uo

at 20 'K'~) and the ratios of magnetic resonancefre-
quencies of ~Al, 6 Cu, and Cu in the reference
compounds AlC1, and CuC1, ~7 we deduce the Knight

WEEP

FIG. 9. Derivative xnagnetic resonance curve of 3Cu

in the Al-0. 2-at. %-Cu alloy at 4. 2 'K, signal averaged
over 190 5-min sweeps. The best-fitting Gaussian deriv-
ative curve is indicated by a dashed line.

shift of the copper nuclei in the alloy to be 0.35
a0. 01%. The values for both isotopes are the same
within experimental error.

A trace of the ~3Cu resonance is shown in Fig. 9.
The line is Gaussian except for slight extra tails
that are probably due to quadrupole effects. The
peak-to-peak derivative width is 5.4+0. 1 G. The
same value was obtained for the ~9Ga resonance
from the Al-Ga alloy (foil sample) at 4. 2 'K. Here
the fit to a Gaussian shape was within experimental
error at all points. These curves were taken with
a 40-Hz af modulation of peak-to-peak amplitude of
2. 6 Q. Making a small correction for this and ne-
glecting the slight discrepancy in the tails of the ~Cu
curve, the mean-square width of both solute reso-
nances is found to be 6. 8+0.4 G . The dipolar
broadening calcu1.ated from Van Vleck's formula"
is 3.6 G . For this purpose, it is justifiable to as-
sume that all neighbors of the solute atoms are
~A1.

Thus a difference of about 3 G' remains to be ex-
plained. A similar discrepancy exists between the
calculated and measured second moment of the 37Al

resonance in pure aluminum~6 and has not been sat-
isfactorily explained. Some of the extra broadening
of the solute resonances might be attributed to in-
direct exchange (Rudermann-Kittel) interaction.
If we make the rather improbable assumption that
this interaction is as high as in copper, ' a contri-
bution of - 1.5 G to the second moment would be
expected.

The amplitudes of the solute resonances were
measured relative to those of the main ~A1 reso-
nances in the same alloy. The comparisons were
made at constant frequency, and the magnetic field
was changed to bring in the desired resonances.
No other changes were made to the spectrometer
settings except the calibrated sensitivity control.
The relative amplitude of the ~QGa resonance (pow-
der sample) was (l.0+ 0. 1)x 10 s and of the 63Cu

resonance, (4.0+0. 5)&&10 4. By means of the wipe-
out numbers, we may relate the ~A1 resonance am-
plitude in the alloy to that in pure annealed alumi-
num in which the full resonance intensity is known
to be observed. We can then use nuclear moments,
spins, and isotopic abundances to obtain the theo-
retical relative intensities of the solute resonances,
under the assumption that all the resonance transi-
tions from all the solute nuclei of the given isotope
contribute. These calculations were, of course,
made in terms of integrated resonance intensities.
To obtain results in terxns of peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes, conversion factors were required. These
were obtained for each resonance involved by care-
ful integration of good quality experimental reso-
nance curves. In this way, we calculate that the
6 Qa and 6'Cu resonances have 0.30+0.05 and 0.36
+ 0.05 of the possible intensities, respectively.
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Both these nuclei have —,
' spin, and thus 0.4 of the

intensity arises from the transition m = —
& to m

=+-,' (the central transition). It is therefore con-
cluded that the observed resonances are basically
due to this transition only. The satellite transitions
are completely wiped out by quadrupole interaction
even for these small solute concentrations. This
behavior is similar to that of the well-known Cu
resonance in copper-based alloys. '

Solute
Neighbor
position

Electric field gradient, eq
(esu x 10~3)

Theory
Experiment

Cu 9.5
&4 3

—6.6
+ 2. 1

+0.9
+3.0

TABLE VI. Electric field gradients at aluminum nuclei
at positions that neighbor solute atoms in aluminum.

V. DISCUSSION OF QUADRUPOLE RESULTS
Ag 10.4

&5.0
—5.8
+2.5

+2, 0
+3.4

A summary of the quadrupole coupling param-
eters reported in this paper is given in Table III.
Also included are results for dilute Al-Zn alloys
determined by the same method and reported in a
previous paper. "

The results for the quadrupole interaction at the
first neighbors of gallium, germanium, and magne-
sium agree within experimental error with those of
Jgrgensen, Nevald, and Williams~ using the single-
crystal technique. The results of Minier ' obtained
by the double-resonance field-cycling technique al-
so agree for these alloys provided his assignment
of quadrupole interactions to the different neighbor
shells is revised. Since the largest quadrupole in-
teractions in Al-GR and Al-Ge were found to be ax-
ially symmetric within experimental error, Minier
proposed that the interactions be assigned to the
second- rather than the first-neighbor positions.
But it is clear from the measurements reported in
the present paper that Minier's proposal is not cor-
rect. The quadrupole interaction in Al-Ge is defi-
nitely nonsymmetric, and, although no asymmetry
could be detected in the Ga alloy, intensity mea-
surements do not allow the assignment of the 174-
kHz interaction to the nearest-neighbor position.
The nearly axial symmetry of these interactions
must be accidental. The results for the silver al-
loy are also close to those found by Minier. ' The
agreement on g is much better than for the Al-Fn
system.

It was hoped that the quadrupole results would in-
dicate some correlation with other alloy properties
particularly with the valency and size of the solute
atoms. In Table III data for a number of properties
are included for comparison. The quadrupole in-
teractions are, however, remarkably erratic, and
no general conclusions can be drawn. Neverthe-
less, the following regularities can be noted: (a) In
progressing along the series of increasing atomic
number, copper, zinc, gallium, and germanium, a
monotonic increase is observed in the quadrupole
interaction at the nearest-neighbor position. (b)
The interactions at the second-neighbor positions
are correlated with the wipeout numbers, as far as
the measurements go. (c) High values of g seem to
be associated with small size differences between
the solute and solvent atoms.

Zn

Ga

Ge

9.5
3.0
8.5
1.5

10.7
2. 5

15.3
& 2.5

—5.6
+1.0
—4. 5
+0.7

+3.8
—0.1

+9.4
—0.6

—2.4
+1.4
—1.1
+1.1
+4.6
—0.1

+7.1
—1.0

'Theory of Fukai and Watanabe (Ref. 10) based on the
dielectric function A without and 8 with exchange correc-
tion.

VI. COMPARISON OF RESULTS WITH THEORY

The most detailed theoretical treatment of the
screening charge oscillations and the resultant field
gradients around impurity atoms in aluminum has
been given by Fukai and %atanabe. ' They used a
pseudopotential theory that gave a good account of
the residual resistivities of the dilute alloys. 22

The electric fieM gradients they obtained are
compared with the experimental values in Table VI.
The quadrupole moment Q of ~A1 has been assumed
to be 0. 15X10~4 cm2. Two sets of theoretical val-
ues exist that are based on different assumptions.

Although the agreement between theory and ex-
periment is by no means satisfactory, the order of
magnitude is correct, and the general trends of
variation from alloy to alloy are reproduced. How-
ever, the theoretical values are generally too low
by a factor of about 2. The signs of the field gradi-
ents cannot be checked because they cannot be de-
termined from the experiments.

The variation of the field gradient with tempera-
ture is also of interest. It will be seen from Table
IV that the temperature dependence of the quadru-
pole interaction is too large to be accounted for
simply by the increase in internuclear distances due
to lattice expansion. The increase in lattice con-
stant is only 0.44% between 0 and 300 'K, so that
only about 1.5/0 variation in quadrupole interaction
can be attributed directly to this. It is postulated,
therefore, that the effect is due to the averaging of
the quadrupole interaction over thermal oscillations
of the aluminum atoms.
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It is a reasonable simplification of the theory to
suppose that the field gradient varies sinusoidally
with distance from the solute atom over short inter-
vals of distance. It may then be shown that, to a
first approximation, the change & vz in the quadru-
pole interaction vz, due to averaging over thermal
oscillations of mean-square amplitude (X ), is given
by

The wavelength of the oscillations X (= v/k&, where
kf ls the conduction -electron wave number at the
Fermi surfaces) is l. 5 A for aluminum. Thus,
taking (X ) =0.0l Aa at 300'K, m we find 4vo/vo
= -0.06, which provides a reasonable explanation
of the temperature variation listed in Table IV.

VII. ASYMMETRY FACTOR AND SIZE EFFECT

A feature of the results not obtained from present
theory is the asymmetry of the quadrupole interac-
tion at the first-neighbor position. These results
pose a difficult problem of interpretation. To ex-
plain the results in terms of conduction-electron
screening effects, it is necessary to consider a
nonspherically symmetric charge distribution
around the solute atoms.

In the discussion of the results for Al-Zn, " it
was noted that a reasonable explanation of the asym-
metry factor could be obtained by approximating the
screening charge distribution from charges cen-
tered on neighboring sites. Values as high as that
observed, q= 0.25, could be obtained if the charges
on nearest-neighbor sites were opposite those on
the solute atom. This would normally b8 expected
from the charge-density oscillations. I4 was there-
fore anticipated that asymmetries of this order
mould be usual at the first-neighbor positions
around solute atoms in dilute alloys. The addition-
al results presented here show, however, that this
is not the case. For the majority of alloys, g at the
nearest-neighbor site is quite smaU.

A factor that may be important &o the asymmetry
problem is the distortion of the lattice due to the
size difference between the solute and solvent at-
oms. In many cases, an appreciable change is ob-
served in the lattice spacing on alloying (Table III).

An electrostatic calculation based on the move-
ment of ions toward or away from the impurity cen-
ter gives, at the nearest-neighbor position, a field.
gradient whose major principal axis is at right an-
gles to that of the field gradient produced by the
electronic charge distribution. Consequently, we
expect to find large asymmetry factors when field
gradients from these tmo sources are present.
This might be expected when the size difference be-
tween the solute and solvent atoms is large. It will
be seen from the results, however, that this is not
the case. High asymmetry is associated with a

small rather than a large size difference.
It is thus concluded that there is no evidence that

the size difference is an important factor in the de-
termination of the quadrupole interaction or its
asymmetry unless by a mechanism different from
the one discussed here.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Quadrupole interactions at sites that neighbor
solute atoms have been measured in a number of
dilute aluminum alloys by conventional NMR using
polycrystalline samples. The sensitivity compares
favorably with the single-crystal method, and sam-
ple preparation is easier but, of course, no infor-
mation about the orientation of the principal axes
can be obtained. In Al-Ga and Al-oe, sufficient
sensitivity was available to enable measurements to
be made at room temperature.

The technique is certainly less sensitive than the
field-cycling method used by Minier ' but has the
advantage of simple interpretation of measured sig-
nal intensities. This is helpful in assigning quadru-
pole interactions to the different neighbor positions.

Although the magnitudes of the quadrupole inter-
actions found are in general agreement with the
theories of Blandin and Friedel' and Fukai and Wat-
anabe, ' completely satisfactory understanding of
the results is lacking and must await further devel-
opment of theory. There seems to be no doubt of
the existence of oscillations of conduction-electron
density around the solute atoms. The temperature
dependence of the quadrupole interactions may be
explained in these terms. The size difference be-
tween the solute and solvent atoms does not appear
to play an important part in determining quadrupole
interactions.

The Knight shifts of the solute nuclei Ga and
~ Cu have also been measured. It has been shown
that these resonances are affected by quadrupole
interactions because the observed intensities corre-
spond to the central —

& to + & transitions only. The
mean-square width of these resonances was greater
than could be explained by dipolar broadening alone.
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APPENDIX: FIRST-ORDER QUADRUPOLE PERTURBATION
IN POLYCRYSTALLINE SAMPLE

A. Basic Powder Pattern

For a given quadrupole interaction in a given
crystallite, the frequency of the satellite transition
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B. Calculation of Amplitudes of Peaks That Arise From
Singularities

/

/
I

I

1/

I

I

I

I /
/

/

II
I

Substitution of the values of x at the singularities
in Eq. (3) shows that the amplitudes of the steps in
f„(v) are

u1/nvo at v1=vo —onvq(1+1)),

no/nvc at vo= vo+n vo,
and close to the infinity at v2 = vo —2 n vo(1 —1)) we

may approximate as follows:

FIG. 10. NMR first-order-perturbation powder pat-
tern for a satellite transition that results from a nonaxial-
ly symmetric quadrupole interaction. The unperturbed
resonance position is vo, and the singularities at vi, v2,
and v3 are shown. The dashed curve is an illustration of
a broadened derivative resonance curve.

f(v)= ' 1 a-1 '
)gnvz nv~

where

o, =[21)(3+1))]'/', +2=[21)(3-1))]"'
(9 q2)-1 /2

and

(4)

3 eqQ
2I(2I —1) h

(2)

Assuming that all orientations of the crystallites
are equally probable, the normalized linp-Shape
function may be shown to be

between the (n ——,') and (n+-2') magnetic quantum
levels is given by '

v=vo+onvo(3cos 8 —1+1/sin 8cos2$), (1)

where 8 and Q are the spherical polar coordinates
of the magnetic-field direction with respect to the
principal axes of the quadrupole interaction. f'he
parameter vz is related to the quadrupole coupling
constant eoqQ/h as follows:

n = 161)(3—1))/(3+1/) .
To obtain line shapes for comparison with experi-

ment, we must include a broadening function g(v)
that is normally due to magnetic dipole interac-
tions. This wi11 be assumed to be Gaussian with
the root-mean-square (rms) width e as follows:

(2 )-1/2 a-1e~2/2o (5)

Convolution of g(v) with f„(v) followed by differen-
tiation yields the line shapes near the singularities
given by

h1 (v ) g(v v 1)
Qg

nv

(6)

where

(3)
ho(V) = g(V —V2)

Qf3

nvq

P„(x)= (1/1/a) K [sin '(b/a)]

if —2(1+ t)) &x & ——,'(1 -'1)),

p„(x)= (1/1/b) K [sin 1(a/b)] if —2 (1 —1)) & x & 1,
P„(x)= 0 otherwise,

a = [q(1 -x)]'/',
and

2b= [(3 —1t) (1+1/+2x)]1/2 .
K denotes the complete elliptic function of the first
kind. Steps in the function occur for x= —2(1+1))
and x= 1 and at x= —2(1-1))there is an infinity.
These singularities are the only easily recognizable
features of the powder pattern, particularly where
the derivative resonance curve is observed with the
af modulation method of detection. An example of
a powder pattern and broadened derivative curve is
shown in Fig. 10.

where

D(x)= f e '* " dt/t .

1.5 I $
I

I.O

0.5

1.0 2.0 3.0

FIG. 11. Graph of the function D(x) that results from
the convolution of a Gaussian function with the derivative
of a logarithmic infinity. The unbroadened derivative is
shown by the dashed curve.
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This function results from the convolution of a
Gaussian function with the derivative of a logarith-
mic infinity. It may be written in the following
form, which is more convenient for numerical eval-
uation:

Dg)=2e J e' dt . (8)

The function is plotted in Fig. 11.
We may now deduce the following formula for

amplitude A of the peaks at v&, v~, and v3 relative
to the peak-to-peak derivative amplitude A, that the
satellite would have in the absence of quadrupole
interaction:

A/A, = opec'"/2nvo,

where u= o„n~, or u, . For a step singularity, A
refers to the peak amplitude of the derivative
curve, and p = 1. For a logarithmic infinity, A re-
fers to the peak-to-peak amplitude, and P = 1.221.

For a solid solution of atomic concentration c
that contains a quadrupole interaction vz at each of
S crystallographically equivalent neighbors around
a solute atom, we deduce

A 3Zc uPe'" [(I+-,')' -n'j o

Ao 4I(I+ 1) (2 I+ 1) n vo

where Ao is the peak-to-peak amplitude of the main
resonance, and the probabilities of the satellite
transitions are proportional to [(I+ -', ) nj-

The reduction factor K arises from quadrupole
broadening produced by solute atoms other than
those which actually give rise to the satellite peak
(i.e. , the correction is due to overlapping of qua-
drupole interactions). The assumption will be
made that the 'wipeout" approximation applies as
found empirically for the main resonance. This
may be justified on the basis of the additivity of
quadrupole shifts in first-order perturbation, as-
suming random solid solution and that the width of
the satellite peak is roughly the same as that of the
central resonance. Thus the reduction of the satel-
lite peaks is taken to be the same as that of the sat-
ellite component of the main resonance. A correc-
tion factor, however, is required in formula (10)
because the main resonance also contains a central
(n = 0) component that is not affected by the quadru-
pole interactions. We thus deduce

slightly less. Because of these uncertainties, this
correction factor should be regarded as approxi-
mate only.

We now consider the special case of axial sym-
metry p =0. The treatment of the singularity at v3
is unchanged, but those at v, and v2 become coinci-
dent and the singularity becomes an infinity of the
inverse square-root type. The derivation of this
line shape and its convolution with a Gaussian
broadening function have been discussed else-
where, ~ and the application of those results to the
dilute alloy problem leads to the following formula
for the ratio of peak-to-peak amplitudes of the sat-
ellite and main resonances:

A o "' [(I+—,')' —n'j=0.987Zc KI(I+1)(2I+1) ' (12)

C. Line-Shape Calculation For Near-Axial Symmetry

A situation commonly arising at the nearest-
neighbor position in dilute alloys Iwith fcc struc-
ture) is that q is nonzero. However, q is not suffi-
ciently large for the individual peaks corresponding
to the singularities at v& and v2 to be properly re-
solved. It is then necessary to estimate g from the
recorded line shapes. To facilitate this, theoreti-
cal curves for these partially resolved situations
were calculated assuming a Gaussian broadening
function.

Provided we consider only the region close to the
almost coincident singularities v~ and vz, we may
derive the following approximation from Eq. (3):

(13)

where v, = —-,' n vq (i.e. , the position of the singu-

Strictly, slightly different wipeout numbers
should be used for the inner and outer satellites.
Unfortunately, measurements on the main reso-
nance yield only a mean value; consequently, this
effect cannot be taken properly into account. It
should be remembered, however, that the true K
for the inner satellites may be slightly larger than
given by formula (11)and K for the outer satellites

FIG. 12. Derivative line shapes of a satellite peak
due to a slightly asymmetric quadrupole interaction in a
polycrystalline sample. The curves were calculated for
various values of the parameter &, the ratio of the separa-
tion of the step and logarithmic singularities to the rms
width of the Gaussian broadening function.
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larity when q = 0, and the function p(t) is given by

p(t)=(2/s)(t +-', )
' ~K(sin~[(t+-,') '~~]} if t&-,',

p(t)= (2/n)K(sin '[(t+-,')'t~]} if ——,'&t &-,'

p ( t) = 0 if t & —-',

Convolution with the Gaussian broadening function
g(v) and differentiation yield the following line
shape:

h, ~ (v) = (6nvzoo) 't ~ G [(v —v, )/o, 5],
where

(14)

(y &)e-(x-v) l2p

(15)
The line shape thus depends on the one parameter
5 =novo/o, i.e. , the ratio of the separation of the
singularities v~ and vz to the rms width of the
broadening function.

Curves were calculated as required for compari-

son with experiment, and the results for a number
of values of 5 are shown in Fig. 12. Also included
is the curve for 6= 0 on the same scale, taken from
a calculation in a previous paper. s6 The derivative
function G'(x) that appears in the Appendix of that
paper is the same as G'(x, 0) in the present nota-
tion.

Reference to the axially symmetric case is often
convenient as the signal amplitude for that case may
be readily calculated from formula (12).

It wiQ be seen from the figure that there is a sig-
nificant reduction in signal amplitude for 5 greater
than about 2. The change in line shape becomes ob-
vious for 5 & 3, but actual resolution of two indepen-
dent peaks requires 6 & 5. In applying these results
to the analysis of line shapes for an even value of
n and half-integral I (e. g. , the outer satellites of
~A1), it must be remembered that a small peak
from the vs step singularity of the —,'n satellite—
will be superimposed on the pattern. This reduces
the resolution obtainable.
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